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In three different variants of an one-shot public good game I analyze the rela-
tionship between cooperation and cognitive abilities, assessed through the cognitive
reflection test (CRT). In a between-subjects design, the baseline case is contrasted
with two treatment conditions that allow to control for two potentially moderating
factors: By employing a test for the presence of confusion, the first condition scru-
tinizes whether higher cognitive abilities are correlated with cooperation proper or
simply grant a better understanding of the incentive structure. The second condition
explores the proposition that the link between cognitive abilities and cooperation
could depend on the complexity of the decision situation. To exogenously create a
cognitively more demanding choice setting, subjects had to decide under time pres-
sure. I find a strong and positive relationship between CRT-scores and cooperation,
that is not driven by confusion. Time pressure has a strongly moderating effect on
this relationship.
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Theories
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1 Introduction
Economic experiments have revealed a high level of unexplained subject-specific behav-
ioral heterogeneity. Given the demographic diversity of participants, there has been
growing interest in linking these behavioral differences to differences in observable at-
tributes (e.g. Harrison et al., 2007; Croson and Gneezy, 2009) or personality traits (e.g.
Volk et al., 2011, 2012). If such classification was feasible and valid, it could be used to
identify segments of the population that, due to their distinct preferences, are most reac-
tive to specific changes in market conditions (Benjamin et al., 2013). In this context the
study of cognitive abilities as a measurable attribute with considerable inter-individual
variability has recently received increasing attention (e.g. Frederick, 2005; Burks et al.,
2009; Oechssler et al., 2009; Benjamin et al., 2013). For example, individuals with higher
cognitive abilities have been shown to behave less risk averse (Dohmen et al., 2010), to
discount future payments at lower rates (Frederick, 2005; Benjamin et al., 2013), to dis-
play smaller biases in financial decision making (Oechssler et al., 2009) and to employ
higher levels of strategic reasoning (Burnham et al., 2009; Carpenter et al., 2013).
In comparison to the domains of risk and time preferences, much less is known about
the degree to which cognitive abilities can be linked to cooperative behavior. However,
a clearer picture of this relationship could be useful in order to understand more about
the micro-foundations of the association between cognitive abilities and labor market
outcomes (Heckman et al., 2006; Heineck and Anger, 2010). For instance, a positive
relationship between cognitive abilities and the propensity to cooperate could explain a
fraction of the wage premium received by workers with higher cognitive abilities.
Some of the existing experimental evidence points towards a positive correlation.
Burks et al. (2009) find that participants with a higher IQ contribute more in a se-
quential prisoners dilemma (PD) as first-movers and retaliate more against defection as
second-movers. Similarly, Jones (2008) shows that repeated PD experiments run at uni-
versities with a higher SAT entry score result in higher average cooperation rates. In
the related domain of general social-preferences Chen et al. (2013) establish a positive
link between generosity in (non-strategic) dictator and SVO-task experiments and SAT-
scores1. There is, however, also evidence that goes into the opposite direction. Kanazawa
and Fontaine (2013) report higher defection rates among more intelligent participants in
a one-shot PD. Furthermore, using the strategy method to uncover different cooperative
types in a public good game (PGG), Nielsen et al. (2014) find that strict free-riders have
higher scores in the cognitive reflection test (CRT) (Frederick, 2005) than conditional or
unconditional cooperators.
This paper complements the existing literature by being the first to scrutinize the
relationship between cooperation in a one-shot PGG and cognitive abilities measured
by the CRT. Furthermore, in light of the as yet inconclusive evidence, it employs two
randomly assigned treatment conditions to identify if the proposed link holds, irrespective
of two potentially moderating factors that have been left unexplored so far.
The first treatment condition addresses the concern that some subjects in public good
games could be confused about the true incentive structure (Andreoni, 1995; Houser
and Kurzban, 2002; Ferraro and Vossler, 2010; Bayer et al., 2013). For such confused
subjects contributions cannot simply be equated with cooperation. Moreover, confusion
is plausibly in itself a function of cognitive abilities. Therefore, in order to distinguish
between both contribution motives, the baseline condition is contrasted with a public
good variant (Houser and Kurzban, 2002) in which preferences for cooperation cannot
drive behavior.
Furthermore, there is reason to believe that a link between deliberative capacities -
as assessed by the CRT - and cooperative behavior could vary with the complexity of
the decision situation (Duffy and Smith, 2014). The second treatment condition directly
tests this proposition, by exogenously making the decision situation cognitively more
1For a deviating result for female participants see Ben-Ner et al. (2004)
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demanding through reducing the time available for deliberation. Thereby I look into the
question, whether cognitive abilities correlate with social preferences independently from
the decision environment or whether an increase in cognitive complexity has a moderating
effect.
In line with the first strand of literature I find a significantly positive correlation be-
tween CRT-scores and contribution behavior in the baseline PGG. According to the first
treatment condition, this result is not driven by varying levels of confusion for subjects
with distinct CRT-scores. On the other hand, applying time-pressure has a strongly mod-
erating effect on the significance of the correlation: For subjects in the second treatment
condition there are no detectable differences of contributions related to their cognitive
abilities.
The remainder of this paper is structured in the following way: In section 2 I describe
the experimental design. Section 3 contains results and robustness checks. Section 4
closes with a short discussion of the findings.
2 Methods and Procedures
2.1 Measuring Cognitive Abilities
As a measure of cognitive abilities I used the cognitive reflection test (CRT) as introduced
in Frederick (2005). This three-item test assesses subjects’ predisposition to base their
decisions on intuitive rather than deliberative thinking. To discriminate between these
cognitive styles, each of the three test items is a question that has an intuitive but
incorrect answer, while the correct answer can be easily found with a sufficient amount
of reflection. Despite this simple setup, CRT-scores have been shown to be significantly
correlated with broader measures of cognitive abilities such as scores from the SAT, the
Wonderlic Personnel Test or the Wechsler Matrix Test (Frederick, 2005; Toplak et al.,
2011, 2014). To increase the reliability of measured scores and overcome the potential
issue that the intrinsic motivation to reach a good test result could vary across subjects
(Chen et al., 2013), participants could earn a monetary reward of up to four Euros for
giving a correct answer to each question. There are some concerns (Toplak et al., 2014)
that by now subjects could be familiar with some of the CRT items due to the test’s
rising popularity in research. To address these concerns only subjects with limited prior
lab experience2 were invited to take part in the experiment and I collected information on
how familiar the participants were with the CRT. This information is used in a robustness
check.
2.2 Measuring Cooperation
In total I employed three different variants of a public good game to analyze the link
between cooperation and cognitive abilities. Subjects were randomly assigned to one of
these three conditions in a between-subjects design. Each of the two treatment conditions
is contrasted against a baseline condition. This comparison is used to explore the role of
two moderating factors that could potentially influence the link between cognitive abilities
and cooperation.
Baseline
The baseline task was a standard linear public goods game as reviewed in Ledyard (1994)
and Zelmer (2003), based on the common payoff formula3 (pii = 0.2(ω − xi) + 0.1xi +
0.1
∑N=3
j 6=i xj): Subjects were randomly and anonymously matched into groups of four and
received an initial endowment of 20 tokens each worth 0.20 Euro in the private account.
2The median subject had participated in only two prior studies
3pii denotes the payoff to subject i, ω is the initial endowment and xi is the contribution of subject i.
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Contributions to the public account created a payoff of 0.10 Euro for each subject in
the group resulting in a MPCR of 0.5. Given these incentives, free-riding is a dominant
strategy while full contributions would maximize the total payoff for the group. The game
was one-shot and there was no feedback given to other group members.
Variant 1: Disentangling Different Contribution Motives
There are justified concerns that contributions observed in a public good game cannot be
directly equated with cooperative behavior, as a significant number of subjects contributes
out of confusion. Based on different methods several studies (Andreoni, 1995; Houser and
Kurzban, 2002; Ferraro and Vossler, 2010; Bayer et al., 2013) have established that some
subjects lack a basic understanding of how their choices, together with the choices of other
group members, affect experimental payoffs for themselves and for their group. Hence,
in absence of an appropriate control condition it would be unclear, how to interpret a
link between cognitive abilities and contributions observed in the baseline. For instance,
a negative correlation could be seen as evidence that subjects with a higher CRT-score
are genuinely less cooperative or conversely that they are simply more able to understand
the underlying incentive structure and hence choose their dominant strategy of defection.
To differentiate between these interpretations, I used a variant of the public good game
initially introduced by Houser and Kurzban (2002) to study the extent of confusion in
public good games. This variant retains all features of the baseline condition with the
only difference that the gains from cooperating are removed: Subjects shared their public
account with a computer program instead of sharing it with human interaction partners.
With an MPCR of 0.5, subjects lost money for each token contributed without generating
additional gains for other experimental subjects. Thus contributions in this variant cannot
be attributed to cooperative motives vis-a´-vis these subjects. To successfully exclude
other reasons for contributing in variant 1 it is essential that subjects understand the
difference between human and computerized interaction partners and acknowledge that
the computer is not programmed to react to their amounts chosen. To ensure this, they
were informed that the computer agents would contribute a predetermined amount and
(naturally as they are only a computer program) would not receive any payoffs generated
from the public account. The predetermined contribution by the computer agents had
been written on a concealed poster in the room prior to the experiment and was revealed
to subjects at the end of the session. Subjects were informed about this procedure before
making any decision in this task. A manipulation check confirmed that 92 percent of
subjects understood that they had interacted with a computer program and 93 percent
believed that they were not able to influence the computer’s contribution.
Variant 2: Increasing the cognitive demand
Choice situations offering an opportunity for cooperation vary by the level of cognitive
demands imposed on the decision maker. On the one hand, cognitive demands could
increase when the situation in itself becomes more complex and hence cooperative choices
are harder to recognize. For instance, in an experimental context moving from a two
player PD to a n-player linear PGG could make the choice situation cognitively more
demanding, as the strategy space gets larger. On the other hand, cognitive demands
could be higher in situations in which it is more difficult for the decision maker to make
full use of his cognitive abilities. Such situations could arise if the decision maker is
engaged in multiple parallel tasks or has to come to a conclusion under time pressure.
Clearly, the link between cognitive abilities and the level of cooperation could be affected
in both cases (Duffy and Smith, 2014). This study only investigates the second case, as
increasing the complexity of the cooperation task through enlarging the strategy space -
while interesting in principle - would in most meaningful ways complicate the comparison
to the baseline PGG.
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In variant 2, as a way to make the choice situation cognitively more demanding,
subjects were therefore asked to decide within a short time limit, while keeping the basic
PGG task itself unchanged. Under time pressure the use of deliberative resources is
more demanding and thus decisions based on intuition are more likely to occur (Rand
et al., 2012, 2014). While there is mixed evidence4 on the direct effects of time pressure
or cognitive load in PGG or PD games, it is also unclear if these manipulations affect
participants with different cognitive abilities in a uniform way.
Subjects under time pressure were asked to decide within 7 seconds, a limit constructed
by subtracting one standard deviation from mean decision time in the first two baseline
sessions. In order to keep them from adapting to the time pressure by already choosing
a contribution level while reading the instructions, they were only informed about the
time pressure right before seeing the decision screen. A counter on the screen showed the
remaining time.
2.3 General Procedures
The experiment was conducted at the University of Heidelberg Experimental Computer
Lab between December 2012 and March 2013 during 21 sessions. The 284 participants
were recruited from a standard subject pool of undergraduate and graduate students us-
ing ORSEE. The subjects were from mixed disciplines, including economics. Subjects
that had previously taken part in a public goods experiment were excluded from re-
cruitment to the experiment. Upon arrival, participants were seated at their computer
terminal, generated a random password to ensure their anonymity and received a set of
general instructions that were read aloud by the experimenter. All other instructions,
tasks and questionnaires were fully computerized using z-Tree. For all subjects the CRT
was conducted after the public goods task and several questionnaires. At the end of the
experiment, participants were paid their earnings in private. All sessions lasted approx-
imately 75 minutes and participants earned an average of 9,55 Euro (Min.:5 Euro;Max
15.00 Euro), including a show-up fee of 3 Euro5.
3 Results
3.1 Observed Behavior
Table 1 displays the main results of the cognitive reflection test. As expected under ran-
dom assignment, there are no large differences between the different treatment conditions.
Comparing the single items shows that the first item (Ball and Bat) is answered correctly
less often than the other two items. The last row shows an overall CRT-score that is
constructed by summing up the number of correct answers given by each subject. On
Table 1: CRT-Score and Single Items across Treatments
Baseline Variant 1 (Confusion) Variant 2 (Cognitive Demand) Overall
(N=108) (N=64) (N=112) (N=284)
Item 1 (Ball and Bat) 0.46 (0.40) 0.43 (0.37) 0.59 (0.53) 0.51 (0.42)
Item 2 (Widget) 0.62 (0.59) 0.67 (0.62) 0.60 (0.55) 0.62 (0.55)
Item 3 (Lilly Pad) 0.70 (0.63) 0.66 (0.64) 0.68 (0.61) 0.68 (0.61)
Total CRT-Score 1.78 (1.54) 1.76 (1.64) 1.87 (1.6) 1.81 (1.58)
Notes: CRT-scores across the different treatment conditions.
Values in the brackets display scores when discarding observa-
tions from subjects having indicated to know this specific CRT
item.
4While Rand et al. (2012, 2014) find a significant increase of one-shot cooperation under time pressure,
this result is not replicated by Tingho¨g et al. (2013). Duffy and Smith (2014) even find weak evidence
for less cooperation under cognitive load in a repeated setting.
5There were also other incentivised questionnaires and decision tasks not analyzed in this paper
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average 1.81 of the questions are answered correctly, which is within the upper range of
values reported in Frederick (2005). This average results from the following distribution
of individual CRT-scores: 34.9 percent of subjects answer all items correctly, 28.5 percent
of subjects answer two items correctly, 20.1 percent of subjects answer one item correctly
and the remaining 16.5 percent of subjects answer none correctly. The values in the
brackets show solution rates when discarding observations from those 12-19 percent of
subjects who indicate in the follow-up questionnaire that they already knew the solution
of a given item.
Figure 1: Box plots of contributions across PGG variants
Notes: This graph shows the fraction of endowment con-
tributed separately for the three PGG variants. The black line
indicates median contributions. The lower and upper quartiles
are marked by the surrounding box. The stacked gray dots can
be read as a histogram of individual contributions plotted in a
horizontal direction.
Figure 1 displays the distribution of contributions across the three different PGG
variants. As commonly observed in the literature (Ledyard, 1994), for the baseline average
contributions fall into the range of 40 to 60 percent of initial endowment. Furthermore,
there are three spikes in the distribution indicating that more than half of the participants
either free-ride, contribute their full endowment or choose to split it between the private
and public account.
For variant 2 the distribution of contributions is close to the baseline with an identical
median, and a higher incidence of free-riding. In contrast to Rand et al. (2012, 2014) but
in line with Tingho¨g et al. (2013) the application of time pressure results in a contribution
average below baseline at a weakly significant level (M.W. rank sum p=0.0968).
In variant 1 behavior deviates substantially from the baseline. When interacting with
a computer program, subjects on average contribute 0.261 percent of their endowment,
well in line with values observed in Houser and Kurzban (2002). This reduction, relative to
the baseline, is mainly driven by the 50 percent of subjects who show no sign of confusion
and contribute zero tokens. The positive contributions of the other half of subjects can
be interpreted as indicating the presence of confusion (Houser and Kurzban, 2002).
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3.2 Comparing Baseline and Variant 1
Figure 2 displays the relationship between the number of correct answers in the CRT and
contributions to the public account, separately for the baseline (black bars) and variant
1 (gray bars). Contributions in the baseline public good game can be interpreted as an
expression of cooperative preferences but also, in part, as being the result of confusion
about the underlying incentives. In contrast, in variant 1 in which subjects’ contributions
go to a public account shared with a computer program, cooperative preferences towards
other group members cannot motivate behavior. A comparison of both conditions can thus
be used to differentiate between a link between CRT-scores and cooperative preferences
and a link between CRT-scores and confusion.
For the baseline condition there is a positive relationship between CRT-scores and
contributions, which is highly significant (Spearman’s Rho = 0.3383, p= 0.0003). On
average, subjects with the lowest possible CRT-score contribute 44 percent of their initial
endowment to the public account while subjects with the highest CRT-score contribute 73
percent. This large increase by two-thirds is driven by the growing fraction of subjects who
contribute their full endowment, while the fraction of free-riders remains close to constant
across different CRT-score categories. Only 15 percent of subjects in the lowest CRT-score
category contribute their full endowment, while this is true for 50 percent of subjects in the
highest CRT-score category. Comparing contribution behavior across all CRT categories
furthermore shows that there are significant differences in average behavior for subjects
grouped into different CRT-score categories (ANOVA: F=5.17, p=0.0023).
Figure 2: Average Contributions by CRT-Scores: Baseline vs. Variant 1
Notes: This graph shows the fraction of endowment con-
tributed grouping subjects by their CRT score. Black bars are
used for baseline behavior and gray bars for behavior in variant
1.
In variant 1 of the PGG there is a negative yet insignificant (Spearman’s Rho =
-0.1289, p= 0.3099) correlation between contributions and CRT-scores: On average, sub-
jects within the lowest CRT category contribute 36 percent of their initial endowment
and this average drops to approximately 25 percent for subjects in the other three CRT
categories. When comparing all CRT-score categories there is no evidence for significant
differences in average contributions. (ANOVA: F=0.38, p= 0.7711).
If contributions in variant 1 are mainly driven by subjects’ confusion status as pro-
posed in the literature (Houser and Kurzban, 2002; Ferraro and Vossler, 2010)6, then
6Other candidate explanations include experimenter demand effects, a misunderstanding of the rules
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especially low CRT subjects display confused behavior. Within this group only 30 per-
cent of subjects contribute zero tokens as compared to 57 percent of subjects in the highest
CRT-score category.7 Given that the link between CRT-scores and contributions goes in
opposite directions in the baseline and variant 1, the positive relationship observed in the
baseline is implausibly driven by a link between confusion and cognitive abilities. Rather
confusion could mask an even stronger relationship between cooperation and CRT-scores.
Baseline contributions for subjects with the lowest CRT-score are statistically indistin-
guishable (M.W. rank sum p=0.4179) from contributions in variant 1. Hence, relative to
subjects in higher CRT categories only a smaller fraction of baseline contributions of low
CRT subjects can be attributed to cooperative motives and a larger fraction to confusion.
In contrast, for the two highest CRT-score groups baseline contributions are significantly
larger (M.W. rank sum p < 0.01). This change of the relative importance of contribution
motives across different CRT groups could bias the baseline correlation between contri-
butions and CRT-scores downward, so that it can serve only as a lower bound for the
true relationship between cooperation and CRT-scores.
One additional concern is that high CRT-scores could overstate the true cognitive
abilities for those subjects already familiar with parts of the test (Toplak et al., 2011,
2014). As a robustness check, I thus repeat the previous steps of analysis but restrict
attention to the subset of subjects who are not familiar with more than one test item8.
This procedure does not affect the main conclusions. For the baseline there is still a high
and significant correlation (Spearman’s Rho = 0.3308, p= 0.0011) and average contribu-
tions are significantly different between all CRT categories (ANOVA: F=4.73, p=0.0041).
For variant 1, in contrast, I find no significant correlation (Spearman’s Rho = -0.1003,
p= 0.4706) and subjects do not show different average contribution levels according to
their CRT score (ANOVA: F=0.80, p=0.4990).
Taken together, this evidence suggests a significantly positive relationship between
cognitive abilities and cooperative behavior, while ruling out confounds due to ignoring
confusion as an alternative interpretation.
3.3 Comparing Baseline and Variant 2
Figure 3 plots the relationship between the number of correct answers in the CRT and
contributions to the public account. Average contributions are displayed as black bars
for the baseline and gray bars for variant 2. By comparing these conditions I analyze
whether the link between cognitive abilities and contribution behavior is moderated by the
cognitive demand imposed by a given choice situation. The CRT assigns a high score to a
decision maker, who easily overrides a choice resulting from intuition in favor of a choice
that is based on a more deliberative assessment of the different options. Conceivably,
under time pressure, subjects with a high CRT-score can make less use of their higher
deliberative capacities as employing deliberation requires more time relative to intuition
(Evans, 2008). Therefore, I expect that differences in CRT-scores can explain a smaller
fraction of the variation in contribution behavior in variant 2 than in the baseline.
As analyzed in detail in the previous section, there is a strong positive relationship
by which the computer program acts or altruism towards the experimenter. While the latter two factors
do not seem to be of particular (ex-post) relevance to the subjects, given their answers in a follow-up
questionnaire, there is no additional information on the relevance of the first factor. Mark, however, that
unless one assumes that experimenter demand effects are stronger in one of the conditions, this does not
affect the comparison of both conditions.
7Another observation that plausibly supports the notion of higher confusion levels among subjects in
the lowest CRT category, is that for this group the proportion of choices that do not fall in one of the
three distributional spikes (at 0 percent, 50 percent or 100 percent of endowment) is substantially larger
than in the highest CRT group. This is true both for the baseline and variant 1 (Baseline: 70 perc.
vs. 26 perc.; Variant 1: 50 perc. vs. 19 perc.). If confused subjects are more likely to select a random
contribution from the available range, this large difference could be seen as an additional indication of
confused behavior.
8Based on their answers in a follow-up questionnaire.
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Figure 3: Average Contributions by CRT-Scores: Baseline vs. Variant 2
Notes: This graph shows the fraction of endowment con-
tributed grouping subjects by their CRT score. Black bars are
used for baseline behavior and gray bars for behavior in variant
2.
between CRT-scores and contributions in the baseline condition. On average, subjects
with the highest CRT-score contribute 66 percent more than subjects with the lowest
CRT-score.
Turning to behavior in variant 2 by contrast, there is no significant correlation (Spear-
man’s Rho = -0.0221, p = 0.8171) between CRT-scores and contributions. Furthermore
the fraction of subjects contributing their full endowment is comparable for the highest
(27 percent) and lowest (12 percent) CRT-score category (M.W. rank sum p = 0.1992)
and average contributions do not differ between all CRT-score groups (ANOVA: F = 0.19,
P=0.9050). The incidence of free-riding is also not linked to CRT- scores.
Comparing behavior between variant 2 and the baseline indeed confirms that subjects
with higher cognitive abilities - as measured by the CRT - do not behave differently,
when the decision environment constrains the use of these abilities: In comparison to the
baseline, contributions under time pressure are at significantly lower levels for subjects
with high CRT scores of 2 or 3 (N = 142; M.W. rank sum p = 0.0101). At lower CRT
scores of 0 or 1, however, subjects in variant 2 did not contribute different amounts
compared to those in the baseline (N = 78; M.W. rank sum p = 0.4574). Excluding
subjects with prior knowledge of the CRT does only marginally affect these results.9
Taken together these findings demonstrate that subjects with higher deliberative ca-
pacities are more cooperative, if the decision environment allows for the use of these
capacities. If this is not the case contributions across all CRT groups converge to the
level of low CRT subjects. This overlooked interaction effect could explain some of the
conflicting findings in the literature on the effects of time pressure in public good games
(Rand et al., 2012, 2014; Tingho¨g et al., 2013), if the single studies are based on samples
with strongly diverging CRT-score distributions10.
9For high CRT subjects differences remain weakly significant (N = 119; M.W. rank sum p = 0.0808).
For only the highest CRT category differences stay significant (N = 62; M.W. rank sum p = 0.0493)
10Frederick (2005) provides some evidence how CRT-score distributions can already differ significantly
between student subjects from different academic institutions
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3.4 Regression Results
It is well documented that CRT-scores are significantly related to a number of other indi-
vidual attributes such as risk preferences, general cognitive abilities or gender (Frederick,
2005; Oechssler et al., 2009). Subjects in this study are no exception: Male participants
reach a significantly (M.W. rank sum p = 0.0029) higher average CRT-score (2.01) than
female participants (1.63). Surprisingly high and low score subjects do not differ in their
(stated) risk attitudes. This could be due to assessing risk preferences by an unincen-
tivised survey question, even though this questionnaire item has been shown to have a
high behavioral validity (Dohmen et al., 2011). Furthermore, CRT-scores are significantly
correlated with a proxy of general cognitive abilities, namely better grades11 in the math
and language section of German A-level exams (Spearman’s Rho = -0.2709, p = 0.0000).
To the degree that each of these attributes is also related to contribution behavior in
public good games (Croson and Gneezy, 2009; Teyssier, 2012) the previously reported
correlations could be biased. By employing a multivariate regression framework I thus
estimate the partial correlation of higher CRT-scores with contributions, holding constant
a set of observable characteristics. Obviously, this method cannot exclude the possibility
that CRT-scores are related to an unobserved characteristic driving the results.
Table 2: Regression Results
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Baseline Variant 1 Variant 2 Full Sample Unconfused
CRT-score (0-3) 0.0854** (2.29) -0.0289 (-0.63) 0.0186 (0.50) 0.110*** (3.22) 0.143*** (3.17)
Male (1=Yes) 0.198** (2.25) 0.0681 (0.62) 0.0154 (0.20) 0.0763 (1.54) 0.0772 (1.17)
Risk (1-11) 0.0157 (1.02) 0.00134 (0.07) -0.0114 (-0.72) 0.00200 (0.21) 0.0131 (1.03)
Average Grade (1-6) -0.0312 (-0.70) -0.0163 (-0.25) -0.0530 (-1.03) -0.0355 (-1.18) -0.0720* (-1.87)
Age (Years) 0.00604 (0.44) -0.0117 (-0.82) -0.00857 (-0.50) -0.00638 (-0.69) -0.00607 (-0.45)
Master Student (1=Yes) -0.0737 (-0.63) -0.193* (-2.00) 0.0435 (0.51) -0.0480 (-0.82) -0.126* (-1.70)
Economics Major (1=Yes) -0.00450 (-0.05) 0.0746 (0.67) 0.0360 (0.40) 0.0380 (0.69) 0.0805 (1.04)
Prior Lab Experience (1=Yes) 0.00568 (0.08) 0.163 (1.63) -0.0653 (-0.69) 0.0150 (0.30) 0.0185 (0.25)
Known CRT-items (0-3) 0.0635 (1.52) 0.0315 (0.56) -0.0789* (-1.93) -0.00576 (-0.21) 0.0177 (0.47)
Variant1(1=Yes) -0.0570 (-0.55) 0.129 (0.98)
Variant1*CRT-score -0.139*** (-2.62) -0.207*** (-3.22)
Variant2(1=Yes) 0.122 (1.25) 0.196 (1.52)
Variant2*CRT-score -0.114** (-2.49) -0.161** (-2.55)
Constant 0.243 (0.84) 0.730* (1.76) 0.794** (2.10) 0.592*** (2.82) 0.609** (2.08)
Observations 83 55 102 240 136
R2 0.2514 0.1903 0.0538 0.1700 0.2349
Prob > F 0.0001 0.2148 0.6712 0.0000 0.0000
* p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01, **** p < 0.001
Notes: This table shows OLS coefficients for the CRT-score when controlling for a
set of individual attributes. T-statistics based on robust standard errors are shown
in parentheses. The lower number of observations results from incomplete obser-
vations especially for the variable average grade. Excluding this variable does not
change results. Using a Tobit Model as an alternative specification that accounts
for potential censoring in the contribution data does also not alter the results for
CRT-scores.
Table 2 shows several specification of an OLS regression with contributions as a frac-
tion of the initial endowment being the dependent variable. Specifications (1) - (3) esti-
mate separate models for the baseline and each of the treatment conditions. In addition to
the potentially confounding factors I describe above I also control for several variables that
could have an impact on how well subjects understand the PGG task. Holding constant
these variables does not change the conclusions from the previous sections. CRT-scores
are significantly correlated with contributions in the baseline, but in neither of the treat-
ment conditions. With few exceptions none of the control variables is related to behavior
in the different PGGs either. Male subjects contribute higher amounts in the baseline
and master’s students give less when interacting with computer agents, which could re-
flect a better understanding of the incentives. Specification (4) uses the full sample and
tests for heterogeneous effects of cognitive abilities by including treatment dummies for
11According to the German convention the best grade is coded as a low number (1) and the worst
grade as a high number (6). Consequently, a negative correlation indicates that higher CRT-scores are
related to better grades.
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assignment to variant 1 or variant 2 and their interaction with CRT-scores. Again, previ-
ous results persist. The main effect of CRT-scores remains positive and significant, while
each of the interaction effects is significantly negative. Thus, compared to the baseline,
the relationship between CRT-scores and contributions is significantly smaller and even
reverses in sign for variant 1. In section 3.2 I propose that the true correlation between
baseline contributions and CRT-scores could be even larger if all subjects were uncon-
fused. This statement relies on a between-subjects comparison between the baseline and
variant 1. Specification (5) provides a robustness check using a different method. After
finishing their contribution decision each participant was asked to identify the strategy
that they believed would have maximized their own payoff, independent from their actual
choice. Based on this incentivised question subjects can be categorized as unconfused if
answering zero and confused otherwise. Overall, only 55 percent of subjects were able
to name their dominant strategy as the correct answer. Thus, in specification (5) only
subjects categorized as unconfused are included in the regression. This does not affect the
relationship between CRT-scores and contributions. Rather, as proposed, the relationship
gets slightly stronger. Interestingly, when excluding confused subjects, the relationship
between grades and contributions becomes also weakly significant showing that subjects
with better (i.e. lower) grades tend to contribute more. This replicates findings from
studies based on SAT scores12 and less complex sharing tasks, where confusion arguably
plays a smaller role (Jones, 2008; Chen et al., 2013).
4 Discussion and Conclusion
This study provides further evidence that cognitive abilities are an important factor when
systematically structuring the heterogeneity of preferences observed in economic experi-
ments. I find a positive correlation between cognitive abilities and cooperation in a PGG.
As for all correlational evidence, this finding should be interpreted with some level of care,
as it cannot be ruled out that unobserved factors drive parts of the reported relationship,
even when experimentally controlling for two important moderating factors. The optimal
empiric strategy to get around this potential bias and establish causality would be to
randomly assign cognitive abilities to different individuals, which is infeasible for obvious
reasons. Instead, like in the PGG (Variant 2) of this study, cognitive load (Duffy and
Smith, 2014) or time pressure (Rand et al., 2014) have been used as methods to inhibit
the use of existing cognitive abilities. However, as shown here in section 3.3 as well as in
Carpenter et al. (2013), these methods can have heterogeneous effects on subjects with
divergent cognitive abilities. Furthermore subtle changes in the experimental design can
sometimes affect the efficacy of cognitive load manipulations (Kessler and Meier, 2014).
This should be kept in mind when comparing treatment effects from different experiments
drawing on these methods, especially when they sample from populations with plausi-
bly diverging distributions of unobserved cognitive abilities e.g. a convenience sample of
students and a field sample from the general population.
Even though the interaction is one-shot, I observe higher average cooperation levels
for subjects with higher cognitive abilities. Similar findings have also emerged in other
studies using finitely repeated (Burks et al., 2009; Jones, 2008) cooperation tasks or
non-strategic (Chen et al., 2013) sharing tasks. From a theoretical perspective these
findings are surprising: Such one-shot settings lack the shadow of future interactions, that
can discipline free-riders and hence make cooperation a profitable and rational strategy
(Axelrod and Hamilton, 1981). Consequently in several of the existing experiments -
including this one - smarter subjects actually appear to be less able to adapt their behavior
to the specific incentives created by an one-shot interaction in the lab. Based on the
evidence provided here, one can only speculate why this could be the case. Positive
12German high-school grades could be a weaker proxy for general abilities than SAT scores, as there is
some variation in the difficulty between different federal states
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contributions in one-shot PGGs have sometimes been attributed to the possibility that
some subjects fail to discriminate between the lab context and their daily interactions and
thus behave ”as if” the PGG was repeated. If one assumes that this failure is unrelated to
cognitive abilities, this could partly resolve the seeming contradiction. Another potential
explanation could be, that more intelligent subjects are aware of their higher future
earning potential, so that acts of unconditional altruism seem more affordable. A similar
argument is made in Millet and Dewitte (2007), who propose that altruism can serve as
a costly signal for intelligence.
Obviously, it would be of substantial interest to learn more about the question of why
smarter subjects tend to cooperate more. One behavioral channel through which CRT-
scores could be related to cooperation is via time preferences and self-control. Subjects
with higher cognitive abilities have been shown to be more patient (Frederick, 2005) and
to be able to exert higher levels of self-control (de Wit et al., 2007). Experimental evi-
dence as well as theoretical considerations also suggest that both of these attributes could
drive behavior in PGGs. Martinsson et al. (2014) demonstrate that subjects with higher
self-control cooperate more. Similarly Fehr and Leibbrandt (2011) show how patience
assessed by a lab measure predicts cooperative behavior in the field. Thus exploring the
relationship between self-control, cognitive abilities and individual discount rates could
be of great interest for further research.
One potential limitation of this study is that both through using the CRT and through
sampling from a student population, the observed variation of cognitive abilities is fairly
limited. Yet taking this into consideration, it is rather even more surprising to which
extent subjects behave differently according to their CRT-score.
12
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